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Abstract. Recently, there has been a great deal of interest in modeling the non-Gaussian structures of natural
images. However, despite the many advances in the direction of sparse coding and multi-resolution analysis, the
full probability distribution of pixel values in a neighborhood has not yet been described. In this study, we explore
the space of data points representing the values of 3 × 3 high-contrast patches from optical and 3D range images.
We ﬁnd that the distribution of data is extremely “sparse” with the majority of the data points concentrated in
clusters and non-linear low-dimensional manifolds. Furthermore, a detailed study of probability densities allows us
tosystematicallydistinguishbetweenimagesofdifferentmodalities(opticalversusrange),whichotherwisedisplay
similar marginal distributions. Our work indicates the importance of studying the full probability distribution of
naturalimages,notjustmarginals,andtheneedtounderstandtheintrinsicdimensionalityandnatureofthedata.We
believe that object-like structures in the world and the sensor properties of the probing device generate observations
that are concentrated along predictable shapes in state space. Our study of natural image statistics accounts for
local geometries (such as edges) in natural scenes, but does not impose such strong assumptions on the data as
independent components or sparse coding by linear change of bases.
Keywords: natural image statistics, non-linear sparse coding, pixel-based image models, microimages, clutter,
higher-order statistics, geometrically based statistics, high-dimensional probability density estimation
1. Introduction
A number of recent attempts have been made to
describe the non-Gaussian statistics of natural im-
ages (Field, 1987; Ruderman and Bialek, 1994;
Olshausen and Field, 1996; Huang and Mumford,
1999; Simoncelli, 1999b; Grenander and Srivastava,
2001). The interest for these studies in the computer
vision community has been motivated by the search
for more realistic priors for applications as diverse as
objectlocalization(Sullivanetal.,1999),segmentation
(Malik et al., 2001; Tu et al., 2001), image reconstruc-
tion (Nielsen and Lillholm, 2001), denoising (Zhu and
Mumford, 1998; Simoncelli, 1999a) and compression
(Buccigrossi and Simoncelli, 1999).
The research in natural image statistics can roughly
be divided into two related directions. Some stud-
ies involve analyzing 1D or 2D marginal statistics
with respect to some ﬁxed linear basis. Grenander and
Srivastava (2001), for example, have shown that one
can use a family of Bessel functions to model the 1D
marginals of band-pass ﬁltered data from a variety of84 Lee, Pedersen and Mumford
different types of images. In Wegmann and Zetzsche
(1990) and Simoncelli (1999b), the authors use a
wavelet basis to uncover complex dependencies be-
tween pairs of wavelet coefﬁcients at nearby spatial
positions, orientations, and scales. In the other direc-
tion, there are studies of image statistics which try to
ﬁndan“optimal”setoflinearprojectionsorbasisfunc-
tionsinthestatespacedeﬁnedbytheimagedata(8×8
patches, for example, deﬁne a distribution in R64). The
directions in state space are usually chosen accord-
ing to some higher-order statistical measure reﬂecting
the non-Gaussianity or multi-modality of the projected
data density; see e.g. projection pursuit (Huber, 1985;
Friedman, 1987), sparse coding (Olshausen and Field,
1996) and ICA (see Hyv¨ arinen (1999) for a survey of
ICA and related methods).
Despite the many advances in sparse coding and
multi-resolution analysis, we are still short of a de-
scriptionofthefullprobabilitydistribution(asopposed
to marginal distributions) of pixels in a neighborhood.
Furthermore, so far, there have been few attempts to
make precise the connection between the object struc-
ture in the world and the probability distribution of
natural images.
In this paper, we analyze the state space of local pat-
terns of pixel values. More precisely, we examine the
empirical probability distribution of 3 × 3 patches of
optical and range images. These two types of images
reﬂect different aspects of generators (or objects) in
the world, as well as differences in image sensor prop-
erties. After preprocessing (consisting of subtracting
the mean of each patch and then whitening the data),
the extracted 3 × 3 image patches deﬁne a distribu-
tionona7-dimensionalsphere.Weaddressthefollow-
ing questions: “How is the data distributed in this state
space?”and“Arethereanyclearqualitativedifferences
between the distributions of data from images of dif-
ferent modalities, e.g. optical versus range images?”.
To develop statistically efﬁcient image representa-
tions, it is important to understand how natural data is
distributed in higher-dimensional state spaces. With-
out this knowledge of natural images we are not able
to fully exploit the sparseness of the state space of the
data. From a sparse coding point of view, high-density
clusters and low-dimensional manifolds are especially
interesting.Thesetypesofstructuresgreatlyreducethe
dimensionality of the problem.
In ICA and related methods, one assumes that there
exists a linear change of basis (into independent com-
ponents) that sparsiﬁes the image data. We believe that
an analysis of the probability distribution of natural
images should be free from such strong assumptions
as independent components, or linear decompositions
of an image into a few dominant basis images. In re-
ality, the most common rule for image formation is
occlusion—which is non-linear—and the state space
of image patches is rather complex with many more
high-density directions than the dimension of the state
space. The complexity of the data can partially be seen
in the Haar wavelet statistics of natural images (Huang
and Mumford, 1999; Huang et al., 2000). Take, for
example, the 3D joint distribution of horizontal, ver-
tical, and diagonal wavelet coefﬁcients of natural im-
ages. Figure 1 shows that the equi-probable surface of
this distribution has several “hot spots” with 6 vertices
along the axes y = z = 0, x = z = 0, x = y = 0
and x =± y =± z; and 8 local maxima around the
shoulders x =± y =± z. These cusps are even more
striking for range images (Fig. 2).
TheobservedcuspsinFigs.1and2showveryclearly
frequently occurring local geometric patterns in pixe-
lated natural images. A simple calculation1 of the pat-
terns corresponding to these cusps gives the following
2×2 blocks and their rotations:
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A similar analysis can be done empirically for Haar
wavelet coefﬁcients at adjacent spatial locations in the
samesubband.Suchastudyofthe2Djointhistogramof
these so called wavelet “brothers” will reveal frequent
occurrences in 2 × 4 patches of more complex local
geometries best described as blobs, T-junctions, edges
and bars (Huang et al., 2000).
We believe that object-like structures in the world
and the sensor properties of the probing device gener-
ateobservationsthatareconcentratedalongpredictable
shapes (manifolds or clusters) in state space. We want
tobetterunderstandhowedgesandotherimage“prim-
itives” (see David Marr’s primal sketch (Marr, 1982))
are represented geometrically in the state space of im-
age data. Furthermore, we want to study how empiri-
cal data from natural images is distributed statistically
with respect to the predicted clusters and manifolds.
We are, in other words, searching both for a geomet-
ric and probabilistic model in state space of the basic
primitives of generic images.
In this study, we focus on high-contrast2 data. It
is commonly believed that image regions with high
contrast carry the most important content of a scene.The Nonlinear Statistics of High-Contrast Patches in Natural Images 85
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Figure 1. An equi-probable surface of the joint distribution of horizontal, vertical, and diagonal wavelet coefﬁcients in optical images, viewed
from three different angles.
ReinagelandZador(1999)haveshown,fornaturalim-
ages with a variety of cognitive content, that humans
tendtofocustheireyemovementsaroundhigh-contrast
regions—thus signiﬁcantly biasing the effective input
that reaches the early stages of the visual system to-
wards these types of image regions. Furthermore, we
tend to believe that high-contrast and low-contrast re-
gions follow qualitatively different distributions, and
should be modeled separately. The equi-probable con-
tours mentioned above (see Figs. 1 and 2) are highly
irregularandstar-shapedintheregionsfarfromtheori-
gin of the plot. This clearly indicates the non-Gaussian
statistics of high-contrast data. The contours near the
centerpartoftheplotlookdifferent.Thesecontoursare
more ellipsoidal, which suggests ﬂuctuations around
low-contrastimageregionsmaybeGaussianinnature.
This study deals with local patterns of pixel values,
although it should be noted that the more general re-
sults (regarding the intrinsic dimension and shape of
structures in state spaces) generalize to larger image
patches and collections of ﬁlter responses (see the dis-
cussioninSection7).Derivingpixel-levelmodels—for
example,throughaniterativecoarse-to-ﬁneschemeus-
ing 3×3o r5×5 patch structures—is also interesting
by itself. What makes denoising and many computer
vision applications difﬁcult is that a natural image of-
ten contains many irrelevant, often partially resolved,
objects. This type of “noise” is highly non-Gaussian86 Lee, Pedersen and Mumford
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Figure 2. An equi-probable surface of the joint distribution of horizontal, vertical, and diagonal wavelet coefﬁcients in range images, viewed
from three different angles.
and sometimes referred to as “clutter”. To develop bet-
ter image enhancement algorithms that can deal with
structured noise, we need explicit models for the many
regularitiesandgeometriesseeninlocalpixelpatterns.
This work has some similarities to work by Geman
and Koloydenko (1999). The latter study also concerns
geometrical patterns of 3×3 patches but in image
space as opposed to state space. The authors quantize
3×3 blocks according to a modiﬁed order statistic,
and deﬁne “equivalence classes” based on photome-
try, complexity and geometry in image space. One of
their goals is data classiﬁcation for object recognition
applications.
The organization of the paper is as follows: In
Section 2, we describe the two data sets extracted
fromanopticalimagedatabasebyHaterenandvander
Schaaf (1998) and a range image database by Huang
et al. (2000). In Section 3, we describe the preprocess-
ing of the data sets. Our analysis is divided into three
parts: In Section 4 we study the distribution of our data
with respect to a Voronoi tessellation of the space of
data points. This ﬁrst part, is a model-free ﬁrst explo-
rationofthestatespaceofcontrast-normalizedpatches.
We proceed in Section 5 with a study of the probability
density of high-contrast optical image patches around
an ideal 2D manifold. The manifold represents the lociThe Nonlinear Statistics of High-Contrast Patches in Natural Images 87
instatespaceofblurredstepedgesofdifferentorienta-
tionsandpositions.Finally,inSection6weanalyzethe
probabilitydensityofrangedataaroundclusterscorre-
spondingtobinarypatches.Theresultsarediscussedin
Section 7.
2. Optical and Range Data Sets
We extract two data sets of high-contrast 3 × 3
patches from optical and range images, respectively.
These patches are then preprocessed according to
Section 3.
– The optical data set contains about 4.2·106 high-
contrast log-intensity patches. These are extracted
from van Hateren’s still image collection (van
Hateren and van der Schaaf, 1998) of 4167 cal-
ibrated 1020×1532 images; see Fig. 3 for sam-
ples. The pixel values in these images are approxi-
mately linearly proportional to the scene luminance.
From each image in the database, we randomly se-
lect 5000 3×3 patches, and keep the top 20 percent,
i.e. 1000 patches, with the highest contrast in log-
intensities (see Section 3 for deﬁnition of contrast or
“D-norm”).
– The range data set contains about 7.9·105 high-
contrastlog-rangepatches.Theseareextractedfrom
Figure 3. Samples from the van Hateren optical image database. The gray values code for log-intensity values.
the Brown database3 by Huang and Lee of around
200 444×1440 range images with mixed outdoor
(Huangetal.,2000)andindoorscenes;seeFig.4for
samples. We divide each image into disjoint 3×3
patches, and discard all patches with out-of-range
data. From the remaining patches in each image, we
randomly select 20000 patches and keep the top 20
percent with highest contrast in log-range values.
The optical and range images have quite different
subresolution properties. In optical images, the sub-
pixel details are averaged by the point-spread function
ofthecamera.Thepixelvaluesinarangeimage,onthe
other hand, usually correspond to the minimum of the
subresolution details. The ﬁeld of view of the scanner
is80◦ verticallyand259◦ horizontally.Thebeamdiver-
genceofthelaserrangeﬁnderisapproximately3mrad.
If the laser footprint hits two targets with a range dif-
ference larger than 3 meters, the returned value is the
rangetothenearesttarget.Iftherangedifferenceisless
than 3 meters, the returned value is roughly a weighted
average of both ranges where the weights depend on
the reﬂectivity of the two targets.
3. Preprocessing
We want to compare and group image patches based
on their geometrical structure. In a natural scene,88 Lee, Pedersen and Mumford
Figure 4. Samples from the Brown range image database by Huang and Lee. The gray values code for log-range values.
the reﬂectance and the shape of a surface are usu-
allyﬁxedquantities,whiletheabsolutedistanceto,and
the illumination of, a point in a scene can vary widely.
We thus work with the logarithm, rather than the abso-
lute values, of intensity4 or range. Furthermore, before
analyzing the data, we subtract the mean and contrast-
normalize each image patch.
Let x = [x1,...,x9]T = [I11, I21, I31, I12,...,
I33]T ∈ R9 beanon-constantvectorwiththelog-values
oftheoriginalpatch.Subtractingthemeanandcontrast
normalizing lead to a new vector
y =
x − 1
9
 9
i=1 xi
 
 x − 1
9
 9
i=1 xi
 
 
D
. (1)
The contrast  x D,o r“D-norm”, is here calculated by
summing the differences between 4-connected neigh-
bors (i ∼ j)i na3×3 patch and then taking the square
root, i.e.
 x D =
  
i∼j
(xi − x j)2. (2)
In matrix form, we have
 x D =
√
xT Dx, (3)
where
D =
















2 −10 −100000
−13 −10 −10000
0 −1200 −1000
−1003 −10 −100
0 −10 −14 −10 −10
00 −10 −1300 −1
000 −1002 −10
0000 −10 −13 −1
00000 −10 −12
















.
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The preprocessed data points lie on a 7-dimensional
ellipsoid ˜ S7 ⊂ R9, where
˜ S7 =
 
y ∈ R9 :
9  
i=1
yi = 0, yT Dy = 1
 
. (5)
For convenience, we make a change of basis to a
coordinate system where the data points lie on a
Euclideansphere.Inthecaseofscale-invariantimages,
this is exactly equivalent to whitening the data5. The
2-dimensionalDiscreteCosineTransform(DCT)basis
of a 3×3 image patch diagonalizes the matrix D.I n
vector form, we write the 8 non-constant DCT basis
vectors as
e1 =
1
√
6
[1, 0, −1, 1, 0, −1, 1, 0, −1]T
e2 =
1
√
6
[1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, −1, −1, −1]T
e3 =
1
√
54
[1, −2, 1, 1, −2, 1, 1, −2, 1]T
e4 =
1
√
54
[1, 1, 1, −2, −2, −2, 1, 1, 1]T
e5 =
1
√
8
[1, 0, −1, 0, 0, 0, −1, 0, 1]T
e6 =
1
√
48
[1, 0, −1, −2, 0, 2, 1, 0, −1]T
e7 =
1
√
48
[1, −2, 1, 0, 0, 0, −1, 2, −1]T
e8 =
1
√
216
[1, −2, 1, −2, 4, −2, 1, −2, 1]T
(6)
where the normalization is chosen such that  e1 D =
... e8 D = 1.
Let the DCT basis vectors above be the columns
of a 9×8-matrix A=[e1,e2,...e8], and introduce a
diagonal 8×8-matrix   with the diagonal elements
equal to 1/ e1 2,1 / e2 2,...,1 / e8 2. A change of
basis taking ei to be the unit vectors according to
v =  ATy, (7)
or equivalently, y = Av, will then transform the ellip-
soid ˜ S7 in Eq. (5) to a 7-dimensional Euclidean sphere
S7 =
 
v ∈ R8 :
8  
i=1
vi = 0, |v =1
 
. (8)
The 7-sphere S7 is the state space of our preprocessed
data points.
We would like to be able to measure the distance
between two 3×3 image patches P1 and P2. Since the
contrast-normalizeddataisonasphere,wesimplycal-
culate the angular distance between the corresponding
two points v1,v2 ∈ S7 ⊂ R8 on the sphere. In other
words, our distance measure is given by
dist(P1, P2) = arccos(v1 · v2)
= arccos
 
By1 · By2
 By1  By2 
 
, (9)
where the matrix B =  AT, and the vectors y1,y2 ∈
R9 represent the centered 3 × 3 image patches P1 and
P2.
4. A First Exploration of the 7-Sphere
Asaﬁrstexplorationofourtwodatasets,wedividethe
7-sphere S7 ⊂ R8 into Voronoi cells, and analyze how
the data points are distributed with respect to the tes-
sellation. This is a model-free exploration of the state
space,wherewederivenon-parametricprobabilitydis-
tributions.
AssumeadiscretecollectionofsamplingpointsP =
{P1,P2,...,PN} in S7. A Voronoi cell  i around a
sampling point Pi is deﬁned as the set of all points
x ∈ S7 that are at least as close to Pi as to any other
sampling point Pj; that is,
 i ={ x∈S7 |dist(x,Pi)≤dist(x,Pj)
for any Pj ∈P}, (10)
where dist(·,·) is the angular distance, as deﬁned in
Eq. (9), between two points on the sphere.
The problem of choosing a dense set of sampling
pointsonasphereS7 ⊂ R8 isanalogoustotheproblem
of packing spheres in R8 itself. For a ﬁxed number of
samplingpoints,weseekasetofpointssuchthatequal
non-overlapping spheres centered at the points cover
the sphere “efﬁciently”, in the sense that the space not
covered by these spheres is minimal. This is a non-
trivial problem in the general n-dimensional case (see
Conway and Sloane (1988) for an in depth expos´ eo f
sphere packing in higher dimensions). In the case of
8-dimensionallattices,however,thereexistsanoptimal
solution given by the so called E8 lattice. There are
several possible coordinate systems for E8. Using the90 Lee, Pedersen and Mumford
“even” coordinate system, we obtain
E8 =
 
(x1,...,x8)|all xi ∈ Z or all
xi ∈ Z + 1/2,
 
xi ≡ 0 (mod 2)
 
. (11)
Suppose that there are N points in the E8 lattice at
a distance u from the origin. Then these points, when
rescaled by dividing them by u, form a dense set of
sampling points P ={ P1,P2,...,PN} of S7. The ﬁrst
sphericalshellwithu =
√
2and N = 240istheunique
solution to the “kissing number” problem in R8, where
one wants to arrange the maximum number of non-
overlappingspheresofradius1sothattheyalltouchthe
unitsphere.ForourVoronoisampling,wehavechosen
totakethe4:thsphericalshellof E8 withu =
√
8.After
normalization, this gives us a total of 17520 Voronoi
cells on the 7-sphere with roughly the same size. The
sampling points Pi are given by the permutations and
sign changes of the following ﬁve 8-vectors:
1. The 112 permutations and sign changes of [2,2,0,
0,0,0,0,0]T/
√
8.
2. The8960permutationsandsignchangesof[2,1,1,
1,1,0,0,0]T/
√
8.
3. The 256 permutations and sign changes of [1,1,1,
1,1,1,1,1]T/
√
8.
4. The 7168 permutations and sign changes with the
constraint that the number of minus signs is an odd
number;
 3
2, 3
2, 3
2, 1
2, 1
2, 1
2, 1
2, 1
2
 T
/
√
8.
5. The 1024 permutations and sign changes with the
constraint that the number of minus signs is an even
number;
 5
2, 1
2, 1
2, 1
2, 1
2, 1
2, 1
2, 1
2
 T
/
√
8.
From a Monte Carlo simulation (with 5 million
random points on the 7-dimensional unit sphere),
we get that the volumes of the 5 types of Voronoi
cells above are approximately 6.3·10−3, 1.8·10−3,
4.1·10−3, 1.8·10−3, and 1.8·10−3, respectively.
We bin our high-contrast optical and range patches
into the 17520 Voronoi cells using the deﬁnition given
in Eq. (10). We deﬁne the density of data points in the
Voronoi cell around sample point Pi as
ρ( i) =
N( i)
  
i N( i)
vol( i)/vol(S7)
, (12)
where N( i) is the number of patches in the Voronoi
cell  i associated with the sampling point Pi, vol( i)
is the volume of that cell, and vol(S7) =
 
i vol( i) =
π4/3 is the total volume of the 7-sphere.
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Figure 5. Top: Density ρ( i) of high-contrast optical patches in
Voronoicellsthataresortedaccordingtodecreasingdensity.Bottom:
Cumulative percentage of optical patches in the Voronoi cells above
versus the cumulative percentage of volume in S7 that are occupied
by these cells.
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Figure 6. Top: Density ρ( i) of high-contrast range patches in
Voronoicellsthataresortedaccordingtodecreasingdensity.Bottom:
Cumulative percentage of range patches in the Voronoi cells above
versus the cumulative percentage of volume in S7 that are occupied
by these cells.
InFigs.5and6weshowthedensityρ oftheVoronoi
cells for high-contrast optical and range patches, to-
gether with the percentage of volume occupied by the
percentage of patches. We ﬁnd that the distribution of
data on S7 is extremely “sparse”, with the majority of
data points concentrated in a few high-density regions
on the sphere. For both the optical and range data, half
of the patches can be divided into an optimal set of
Voronoi cells that occupies less than 6% of the total
volume of the 7-sphere.The Nonlinear Statistics of High-Contrast Patches in Natural Images 91
We can use the Kullback-Leibler distance or rel-
ative entropy to get an information-theoretic mea-
sure of the deviation of the probability distribu-
tions of our data from a uniform distribution. Note
that a Gaussian assumption on natural images corre-
sponds to a uniform distribution in state space after
whitening.
Weestimatetheprobabilitydensityfunctions po( i)
and pr( i) for optical and range data, respectively, by
calculating
p( i) =
N( i)
 
i N( i)
(13)
for i = 1,...,17520. As before N( i) is the num-
ber of optical or range data points in Voronoi cell  i.
The corresponding probability density function for a
uniform distribution is deﬁned as
qu =
vol( i)
vol(S7)
, (14)
where vol( i) is the volume of Voronoi cell  i, and
vol(S7) = π4/3isthetotalvolumeofthe7-sphere.The
KL-distance between the empirical probability density
of the data and a uniform density on the 7-sphere is
Figure 7. The ﬁrst 25 Voronoi patches ordered after their densities ρ( i) in Eq. (12) for optical images. For each Voronoi cell, we display the
3 × 3 patch corresponding to the sample point Pi. The cumulative sum of p( i) (Eq. (13)) over the ordered patches is shown as pcum.
given by
D(p qu) =
 
i
p( i) log2
 
p( i)
qu( i)
 
. (15)
Thisgivesusameasureofthenumberofexcessbitswe
incur by coding the data points distributed by po( i)
or pr( i) with a code book based on the uniform dis-
tribution qu( i) (Cover and Thomas, 1991). For our
two datasets, we have that D(po  qu) = 1.62 bits and
D(pr  qu) = 2.59 bits. These numbers indicate that
the distribution of optical or range data points in the
state space of the contrast-normalized data is highly
non-uniform.
In Figs. 7 and 8, we display the ﬁrst 25 sampling
points Pi of the Voronoi cells ordered after their den-
sities ρ( i) (deﬁned according to Eq. (12)) for opti-
cal and range data, respectively. (The pixel patterns in
these two ﬁgures depend of course on the exact choice
of sampling scheme, and can look very different if
one were to choose basis functions from a different
lattice.) In Fig. 7 for optical patches, the centers of
the Voronoi cells with highest densities are close to
blurred step edges (see Section 5.1). For high-contrast
range patches, the cells with highest densities resem-
ble binary patches (compare Fig. 8 with Fig. 18). Note92 Lee, Pedersen and Mumford
Figure 8. The ﬁrst 25 Voronoi patches ordered after their densities ρ( i) in Eq. (12) for range images. For each Voronoi cell, we display the
3 × 3 patch corresponding to the sample point Pi. The cumulative sum of p( i) (Eq. (13)) over the ordered patches is shown as pcum.
in particular that some of the ﬁrst 25 Voronoi cells
here are similar to binary symmetry classes 1’,2 ’,
and 5’.
5. Optical Data: Probability Density Around a
2D Manifold of Step Edges
The analysis of Voronoi cells on the 7-sphere indi-
catesthatblurredstepedgesarecommonhigh-contrast
patterns in optical patches. In Section 5.1, we present
an ideal model for edges in optical images that takes
into account the averaging effects of the optics of the
camera. The model predicts a 2-dimensional continu-
ous manifold in state space, parametrized by the ori-
entation α and position l of an edge. In Sections 5.2
and 5.3, we test the model with optical data from
natural images. Finally, in Section 5.4 we apply this
model to range data and discuss the differences in the
results.
5.1. The Ideal Manifold of Edges
We represent the 3×3 image patch by a square SQ =
{(x, y):−3/2 ≤ x, y ≤ 3/2}. The pixels in the patch
are given by
Sij ={ (x, y):(j − 3/2) ≤ x ≤ (j − 1/2),(1/2 − i)
≤ y ≤ (3/2 − i)}, (16)
where i, j = 0,1,2.
The pixel value I(i, j) in an optical image is ap-
proximatelyanaverageoftheunderlyingsceneφ(x, y)
recorded at each pixel Sij, i.e. the pixel intensity
I(i, j) =
 
Sij
φ(x, y)dxdy (17)
where φ(x, y) is the scene luminance. For an ideal step
edge,
φα,l(x, y) =
 
a if − x sinα + y cosα>l
b if − x sinα + y cosα<l
(18)
where a > b. The parameter α ∈ [0,2π) is the angle
that the direction perpendicular to the edge makes with
they-axis,andtheparameterl ∈ (−3/2,3/2)isthedis-
placement of the edge from the origin (Fig. 9). Thus,
pixels in Iα,l(i, j) strictly above the edge have intensi-
ties a, pixels strictly below the edge have intensities b,The Nonlinear Statistics of High-Contrast Patches in Natural Images 93
y
x
α
l
Figure 9. The parameter α ∈ [0,2π) is the angle that the direction
perpendicular to the edge makes with the y-axis, and the parameter
l ∈ (−3/2,3/2) is the displacement of the edge from the origin.
and pixels along the edge is a weighted average of a
and b. After subtracting the mean and contrast normal-
izing each edge patch (see Section 3), we arrive at a set
of points vα,l ∈ S7 ⊂ R8. It can be shown that the loci
of these points, with α ∈ [0,2π) and l ∈ (−3/2,3/2),
deﬁne a C1 2-dimensional manifold, M2, embedded in
the 7-dimensional sphere.
Because of the centering and the contrast normal-
ization, some (α,l)-values are degenerate, i.e. they
lead to the same patch or point vα,l ∈M2 after prepro-
cessing. This situation occurs for patches with “glanc-
ing edges”. Assume for example that the surface pa-
rameter l > 0. Then consider all edges that connect
the points (−1.5, y) and (x,1.5) on the border of the
patch, where x ∈(−1.5,∞)i sﬁxed and y can take any
value in the interval [0.5,1.5). Simple trigonometry
shows that for a ﬁxed value of x, this deﬁnes a set
of (α,l)-values that correspond to the same contrast-
normalized vα,l-patch. Rotations by π/2, reﬂections
and contrast sign inversions (see the 16 symmetries
in Eq. (28)) give the full family of equivalent edge
patches. Each line in Fig. 10 represents one set of
equivalent (α,l)-values in this family. There are two
special cases of the example above with edges through
the points (−1.5, y) and (x,1.5). One special case is
when x ∈ (−1.5,−0.5]: All edges with −1.5 < x ≤
−0.5 and 0.5 ≤ y < 1.5 lead to the same contrast-
normalized patch. The light shaded regions in Fig. 10
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Figure 10. Because of the contrast normalization, some (α,l)-
values are degenerate, i.e. they correspond to the same point vα,l on
the 7-dimensional unit sphere S7. Each line in the ﬁgure is an exam-
ple of a set of (α,l)-values that lead to the same contrast-normalized
3×3patch.Thelightshadedregioncorrespondstodegeneratevalues
for corner edges. The dark shaded region in the interior of the graph
shows all (α,l)-values that are well-deﬁned, i.e. non-degenerate.
represent these “corner patches” and their symmetries.
Another special case is when x →∞ : This limit case
and its symmetries “converge” to the set of equiva-
lent (α,l)-values where 0.5 ≤ l < 1.5o r−1.5 <
l ≤− 0.5 and α = 0,π/2,π or 3π/2 (horizontal
and vertical edges). Non-degenerate edge patches are
g i v e nb y0≤ α ≤ π/4 and 0 ≤ l < (1.5 sinα +
0.5 cosα), and its 16 symmetries. In the ﬁgure,
these (α,l)-values are represented by the dark shaded
region.
Figure 11 shows a few examples of ideal edge
patches that correspond to different (α,l)-values be-
tween 0 ≤ α ≤ 180 degrees and 1.5 < l < −1.5.
The step edges are here chosen on a triangular grid
with the spacing  α = 15 degrees and  l = 1/4
pixelunits.Numbersbetweenpatchesrepresentthean-
gular distances in degrees between nearest neighbors.
Although we use an even sampling of grid points in
the (α,l)-coordinate system, the distances between the
nearest neighbors vary widely.
Figure 12 shows the geometry of the surface M2
of step edges of different orientations and positions
more clearly. Here we estimate the surface metric
f (α,l) = dA
dα dl numerically with a triangulated mesh
that is much ﬁner spaced than in the example above:
We ﬁrst divide the surface into rectangular bins with
widths α = π/48(3.75degrees)and l = 1/16pix-
els, hereafter we discard all bins that are completely94 Lee, Pedersen and Mumford
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Figure 11. Examples of ideal step edges between 0 ≤ α ≤ 180 degrees (horizontal axis) and 1.5 < l < −1.5 (vertical axis). The
step edges are here chosen on a triangular grid with sides  α =15 degrees and  l =1/4 pixel units. Numbers between patches repre-
sent the angular distances in degrees between neighbors in the horizontal, vertical and (lower left—upper right) diagonal directions in the
(α,l)-grid.
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Figure 12. Contour plot of the metric f (α,l) = dA
dα dl for a surface
of ideal step edges. The rectangular bins in the ﬁgure have widths
 α = π/48(3.75degrees)and l = 1/16pixels.Forthecalculation
of the area A of a bin, we add up the areas of 4 or more spherical
triangles inside the bin (see text).
outside the interior region of the (α,l)-plot (see
Fig. 10), that is, bins with degenerate points. Each of
the remaining bins is then split into 4 spherical trian-
gles, where the vertices represent blurred step edges
in M2. The mesh is ﬁnally successively reﬁned, where
needed,untilthedistancebetweenanytwoverticesina
triangle is less than 8 degrees. The ﬁnal mesh contains
14376 spherical triangles. The area of a rectangular
bin in Fig. 12 corresponds to the sum of the areas of
spherical triangles6 inside the bin.
5.2. Density of Optical Data as a Function of the
Distance to the Ideal Edge Manifold
Wenexttrytogetanumericalestimateoftheprobabil-
ity density of high-contrast optical data around the sur-
face of step edges. In the following experiment, we use
the“opticaldataset”with Ntot = 4.2·106 high-contrast
patches described in Section 2. As above, we modelThe Nonlinear Statistics of High-Contrast Patches in Natural Images 95
the surface with a mesh with about 14000 spherical
triangles,wheretheverticesofthetrianglesareblurred
step edges in M2.
For each optical data point xn (n = 1,2,...,Ntot),
wecalculatethedistancestothecentersofthespherical
triangles in the mesh. We assume that the distance to
the ideal edge manifold M2 is approximately the same
as the distance to the closest triangle center vαn,ln, i.e.
we assume that
θ = dist(xn,M2) ≈ min
vαn,ln
dist
 
xn,vαn,ln
 
. (19)
The error is largest for very small θ, where we some-
times get an overestimate of θ due to the ﬁnite grid
spacing.
Figure 13(a), top, shows a normalized histogram of
thenumberofdatapointsasafunctionoftheestimated
distance θ. Let
N(θ) = #
 
n : θ −
 θ
2
≤ dist(xn,M2) <θ+
 θ
2
 
,
(20)
where  θ is the bin width of the histogram. Linear
regression (Fig. 13(b), top) gives that N(θ) ∝ θ1.4 for
small θ.
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Figure 13. (a) Top: Normalized histogram of the number of optical high-contrast patches, N, versus the distance, θ, to the surface. Bottom:
Normalized histogram of the number of random Monte Carlo samples, V, versus θ. (b) Top: Log-log plot of N versus θ. Linear regression in
the interval between 0.5 and 7 degrees gives N ∼ θ1.4 (solid line). Bottom: Log-log plot of V versus θ. Linear regression in the interval between
5 and 15 degrees gives V ∼ θ4.0 (solid line). The circles represent extrapolated values of V for θ ≤ 5 degrees. The total number of optical data
points is Ntot ≈ 4 · 106. The total number of random samples is Vtot = 107. The random samples are uniformly distributed on a 7-dimensional
unit sphere, and give a Monte Carlo estimate of the volume of the space occupied by the histogram bins.
For the density estimate, we also need to calculate
the volume of the set
Bθ =
 
x ∈ S7 : θ −
 θ
2
≤ dist(x,M2) <θ+
 θ
2
 
.
(21)
Figure 13(a), bottom, and Fig. 13(b), bottom, show the
results from a Monte Carlo simulation with Vtot = 107
samplepoints,sn (n =1,2,...,Vtot),thatareuniformly
randomly distributed on a 7-dimensional unit sphere.
The number of sample points in Bθ, i.e.
V(θ) = #
 
n : θ −
 θ
2
≤ dist(sn,M2) <θ+
 θ
2
 
,
(22)
is directly proportional to the volume of Bθ.A s
expected7, the number of random points V increases
approximately as V(θ) ∝ θ4 for small θ. The curve
for V(θ) has a maximum around θ = 43 degrees, af-
ter which it drops. The drop may indicate folds in the
surface where part of the 7-sphere are at equal distance
to different points of the surface. Furthermore, the plot
shows that all points in S7 are within approximately 60
degrees of the edge manifold M2. If the surface were
ﬂat, we would expect the corresponding distance to be
90degrees(forthetwoantipodalpointsonthesphere).96 Lee, Pedersen and Mumford
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Figure 14. Log-log plot of the average density function p(θ) for
optical data. For θ < ∼10 degrees, p(θ) ∼ θ−2.5 (solid line). The
circles represent the values of the ratio
N(θ)/Ntot
V(θ)/Vtot for extrapolated
values of V(θ) when θ is small (Fig. 13(b), bottom).
Figure 14 shows the density function
p(θ) =
N(θ)/Ntot
V(θ)/Vtot
. (23)
For θ < ∼10 degrees,
p(θ) ∼ θ−2.5. (24)
This result strongly supports the idea that there exists a
2-dimensional manifold in the 7-sphere where the data
pointsareconcentrated.Infact,wehereseeevidenceof
aninﬁniteprobabilitydensityattheidealedgemanifold
(where θ = 0).
In Fig. 15, top, we have plotted the percentage of
data points that are within a certain distance θ of the
surface. The curve shows that about 50% of the data
points are within a tubular neighborhood
Kθ ={ x ∈ S7 : dist(x,M2) ≤ θ} (25)
of the surface with width θ = 26 degrees. This neigh-
borhood corresponds to only 9% of the total volume of
S7 (Fig. 15, bottom).
5.3. Density of Optical Data as a Function
of the Surface Parameters
We next study how the high-contrast optical data are
spread out along the surface of step edges. For the
position calculation, we only include data points that
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Figure 15. (a) Percentage of optical data points that are within a
tubular neighborhood Kθ of the surface with width θ (“distance to
surface”). (b) Same curve plotted versus the ratio
100·vol(Kθ)
vol(S7) (“per-
centage of volume of S7”).
are very close to the surface. For each data point
xn in our data set, we ﬁnd the closest center point
vαn,ln in the triangulated mesh. We compute the 2D
histogram
N(α,l) = #
 
n : dist
 
xn,vαn,ln
 
≤ θmax,
αn ∈
 
α −
 α
2
,α+
 α
2
 
,
ln ∈
 
l −
 l
2
,l +
 l
2
  
, (26)
where θmax = 20 degrees, and the bin widths  α =
π/48 radians and  l = 1/16 pixels.
We deﬁnethedensity p(α,l)ofdatapointsalongthe
surface as
p(α,l) =
N(α,l)/
 
α,l N(α,l)
f (α,l)/
 
α,l f (α,l)
, (27)
where the sum
 
α,l N(α,l) ≈ 1.3·106, and f (α,l)i s
given in Section 5.1.
Figure 16 shows the results for regions where
f (α,l) > 0.5 (see Fig. 12 for the surface metric). Al-
though the data points are spread out along the whole
surface, there is a clear concentration of data points
around α = 0, 90, 180, and 270 degrees (vertical and
horizontal edges) and the (α,l)-values near the border
of degenerate edges.The Nonlinear Statistics of High-Contrast Patches in Natural Images 97
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Figure 16. (a) Two-dimensional contour plot and (b) three-dimensional mesh of the density p(α,l) of high-contrast optical data along the
surface of step edges. In the density calculation, we only include data points that are, at a position (α,l) where f (α,l) > 0.5, and in a tubular
neighborhood of the surface with width θmax = 20 degrees. The bin widths  α = π/48 (3.75 degrees) and  l = 1/16 pixel units.
5.4. Range Data Comparison: Probability
Density as a Function of the Distance
to the Edge Manifold
A probability density estimate of high-contrast range
data leads to very different results around the surface
of blurred step edges.
In Fig. 17 we show a normalized histogram N(θ)
of range patches as a function of the distance θ to
the surface; compare with Fig. 13(a), top, for optical
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Figure17. Normalizedhistogramof N(θ)forrangepatchesversus
the distance θ to the surface of ideal step edges. Dashed lines cor-
responds to binary symmetry classes 3 ,4  ,5  ,1 4  /18 ,2 5  , and 42 
(see Fig. 18).
patches. The histogram for range data has sharp peaks
at θ ≈ 0,11,22,24,...degrees. These peaks indicate
the presence of high-density clusters of data points in
S7. A more detailed analysis shows that the positions
ofthelocalmaximacorrespondcloselytothedistances
between binary patches and the edge manifold.
For 3×3 patches, there are 510 binary patches.
These can be divided into 50 equivalence classes with
respect to the 16 elements in the product group8
G ={ − 1}×C4v, (28)
where {−1} represents sign inversion, and the point
group C4v (Sch¨ onﬂies notation (Elliott and Dawber,
1979))isgeneratedbyrotationsthroughπ/2aroundthe
center pixel, and reﬂections across a plane containing
the rotation axis.
We denote the set of 510 binary patches in S7 ⊂ R8
by
B ={ b1,b2,...,b510} (29)
and the set of 50 distinct equivalence classes of the
binary patches with respect to the symmetry group G
by
E ={ [b1 ]G,[b2 ]G ...,[b50 ]G}. (30)
Weuseprimedindicestodenotebinarypatchesthatare
groupedintoequivalenceclasses,andunprimedindices
to denote the 510 original binary patches.98 Lee, Pedersen and Mumford
Figure 18. The 50 symmetry classes of binary patches arranged according to increasing θ-values, where θ is the angular distance to the closest
point on the surface of ideal step edges. The number below each displayed patch represents this distance. The number in parenthesis left of each
patch represents the number of binary patches in each equivalence class.
In Fig. 18, we have sorted the 50 symmetry equiva-
lence classes according to their distances to the surface
of step edges. Note that the binary patches in [b1 ] and
[b2 ] are exactly on the surface. Patches in [b3 ] are
at the same distance from the surface as the second
local maximum at θ ≈ 11 (Fig. 17), patches in [b4 ]
and [b5 ] correspond to the third and fourth local max-
ima at θ ≈ 22 and θ ≈ 24, respectively. The peak
at θ ≈ 45 may be due to, for example, the symmetry
classes [b14 ] (blobs) and [b18 ] (horizontal and vertical
bars). The peaks at θ ≈ 50 and θ ≈ 57 could be signs
of patterns similar to [b25 ] (diagonal bars) and [b42 ]
(singledots),respectively.Thedisplacementoftheﬁrst
peak from 0 in Fig. 17 (compare [b1 ] and [b2 ] ) may
be due to the overestimate of the distance θ for points
that are very close to the surface.
6. Range Data: Probability Density Around
Binary Patches
Intheprevioussectionwesawthathigh-contrastrange
image patches are concentrated in high-density clus-
ters both on and around the surface of step edges. Fur-
thermore, these clusters appear to be centered around
binarypatches.Thismotivatesustoinvestigatetheden-
sity of high-contrast range patches around the 510 pos-
sible binary patches.
6.1. Density as a Function of Distance to Nearest
Binary Patch
We start our analysis by calculating the density of
the Ntot = 7.9·105 high-contrast range patches as a
function of the angular distance to the nearest binary
patch:
For each high-contrast range patch we compute the
angular distances to each of the 510 binary patches in
the set B ={ b1,b2,...,b510}, and ﬁnd the nearest
binary patch bk ∈ B. Let
Nk(θ) = #
 
n : θ −
 θ
2
≤ dist(xn,bk) <θ+
 θ
2
 
,
(31)
where k = 1,2,...,510, be the histogram of range
patches xn (n = 1,2,...,Ntot) that are closest to, and
at a distance θ −  θ/2 <φ≤ θ +  θ/2 from, the
binary patch bk. The volume
V(θ) = vol
 
x ∈ S7 : θ −
 θ
2
≤ dist(x,bk)
<θ+
 θ
2
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Figure 19. Log-log plot of the density p(θ) (Eq. (34)) of high-
contrast range patches with respect to θ, the distance to the nearest
binary patch. Linear regression in the interval 0.6 and 10 degrees
gives p(θ) ∼ θ−6.4 (see solid line).
is given by
V(θ) =
16π3
15
  θ+ θ/2
θ− θ/2
sin6(φ)dφ. (33)
We deﬁnetheaveragedensityofhigh-contrastrange
patches as a function of the angular distance θ to the
nearest binary patch as
p(θ) =
 510
k=1 Nk(θ)/Ntot
510 · V(θ)/vol(S7)
, (34)
where vol(S7) = π4/3. In Fig. 19 we show a log-log
plot of p(θ). The graph is almost straight for more than
a decade of distances, from 0.6 to 10 degrees. Linear
regression gives that
p(θ) ∼ θ−6.4. (35)
In Fig. 20 we show the cumulative percentage
Pcum(θ) =
 
k,φ ≤θ
Nk(φ)
Ntot
(36)
of the number of patches with respect to the distance θ
to the nearest binary patch, as well as the cumulative
volume
Vcum(θ) =
 
k,φ≤θ
V(φ)
vol(S7)
(37)
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Figure 20. Top: The cumulative percentage Pcum(θ) of the number
of patches N(θ) with respect to the distance θ to the nearest binary
patch. Bottom: The cumulative volume Vcum(θ) versus Pcum(θ).
versus Pcum(θ). We see that 80% of the high-contrast
rangepatchesarewithinasphericalneighborhoodof30
degreesfromoneofthe510binarypatches.Theneigh-
borhoods of these 80% patches occupy only 0.14% of
the total volume of S7.
These results show that 3×3 high-contrast range
patches are densely clustered around the 510 binary
patches, and that the probability density is inﬁnite at
the positions of these binary patches.
6.2. Distribution of Range Patches Across
the 50 Binary Symmetry Classes
We next study how the range patches are distributed
amongthe50symmetryclassesforbinarypatches(see
Section 5.4). This will give us an idea of the typical
geometrical patterns for high-contrast range patches in
image space.
As before, we ﬁnd the binary patches that are near-
est to the data points x1 ...xNtot. We then group the
data points together depending on which equivalence
classes (with respect to the symmetry group G) the
closestbinarypatchesbelongto.Wedeﬁnethenumber
ofrangepatchesinsymmetryclass[bk ]G (asafunction
of the distance θ to the nearest binary patch) by
Nk (θ) =
 
j s.t. bj∈[bk ]G
Nj(θ), (38)
where Nj is given in Eq. (31). Furthermore, the
density of range patches in the symmetry class [bk ]G100 Lee, Pedersen and Mumford
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Figure 21. The 50 symmetry classes of binary patches ordered after the percentage Pk  of high-contrast range patches closest to one of the
binary patches in the equivalence class [bk ]G. The cumulative percentage Pk ,cum is also indicated. For each class, we display the binary patch
which is most common among the high-contrast range patches.
is deﬁned by
pk (θ) =
Nk (θ)/Ntot
size([bk ]G) · V(θ)/vol(S7)
, (39)
where V(θ) is given by Eq. (33), and size([bk ]G)i s
the number of equivalent patches in the class [bk ]G.
Figure 21 displays the 50 symmetry classes of bi-
nary patches ordered after the percentage of range
patches Pk  =
 
θ Nk (θ)/Ntot in each class. For each
symmetry class [bk ]G, we show the binary patch
bj ∈ [bk ]G that is most common among the range
patches. The ﬁgure also shows the cumulative per-
centage Pk ,cum =
 
j ≤k  Pk . From these numbers we
conclude that most high-contrast range patches cluster
around binary patches that belong to only a few of the
50 symmetry classes; in fact, 70% of the patches are
closest to the ﬁrst 7 symmetry classes. The most com-
mon structures among high-contrast patches are hor-
izontal and vertical edges followed by slanted edges,
corner- and T-junction–like structures. The least prob-
able structures are checkerboard and cross patches.
Figure 21 agrees with our Voronoi results for range
patches (Fig. 8), as the patterns of the 25 most frequent
Voronoi cells resemble the patterns of the patches in
the 5 most frequent binary symmetry classes.
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Figure 22. Slopes in a log-log plot of the densities pk (θ) for each
of the 50 binary symmetry classes [bk ]G ordered after decreasing
cumulative percentage Pk ,cum.
The graphs of the densities pk (θ) (Eq. (39)) for
the 50 symmetry classes are similar in appearance to
Fig. 19. In Fig. 22, we show the slopes obtained by
linear regression in a log-log plot of pk (θ) ordered
after decreasing cumulative percentage Pk ,cum. The
most frequent symmetry groups have very steepThe Nonlinear Statistics of High-Contrast Patches in Natural Images 101
density curves, and there is a gradual decrease in the
slopes of the curves for the less frequent symmetry
classes. This is consistent with the result that most
patches are close to binary patches which belong to
the 7 most frequent classes.
7. Summary and Conclusions
In this work, we have taken a somewhat different
approach to natural image statistics. Most of the
work in image statistics focuses either on modeling
1D or 2D histograms of linear ﬁlter reactions or on
ﬁnding a linear change of basis that sparsiﬁes the data.
Few attempts have been made to understand the full
probability distribution of natural images and the
intrinsic dimension of the state space of generic image
data. It seems that we cannot take full advantage of
the sparseness of the state space of the data without
this knowledge of natural images.
In this study, we have analyzed the local geometric
patternsseeningenericimages.Webelievethatsimple
geometric structures in the world and the sensor prop-
erties of the probing device generate observations that
are concentrated along predictable shapes (manifolds
or clusters) in state space. The basic vocabulary of im-
ages (with edges, bars, blobs, terminations etc.) seems
tobethesame—whetheronestudiesalltypesofnatural
images as here, or speciﬁc classes of images; e.g. med-
ical images or images of just trees, indoor scenes etc.
Optical and range images measure different aspects
of generators (objects) in the world; scene luminance
versusdistancestothenearestobjectsinanaturalscene,
respectively. Thus, there are bound to be differences
in the statistics of these two types of images. How-
ever, we believe that the main qualitative differences
between optical and range images are due to differ-
ences in subresolution properties. It seems that basic
primitives (such as edges) in the world and morpho-
logical or ordering ﬁlters (such as median and mean
ﬁlters) lead to compact clusters in state space. On the
other hand, the same primitives and averaging ﬁlters
lead to continuous submanifolds in state space.
In this paper, we have analyzed the probability dis-
tribution of 3 × 3 high-contrast patches from natural
imagesofdifferentmodalities(opticalversus3Drange
images). In the preprocessing stage, we subtracted the
mean and contrast-normalized the log-values of each
imagepatch.Thestatespaceofthepreprocessedimage
data (from optical or range images) is a 7-dimensional
unit sphere in R8.
As a ﬁrst exploration, we examined how the data
distribute with respect to an approximately uniform
Voronoi tessellation of the 7-sphere. The analysis
showed that both optical and range patches occupy a
very small amount of the total surface area (volume) of
the state space: In both cases, half of the data can be
divided into a set of Voronoi cells with a total volume
oflessthan6%ofthevolumeofthe7-sphere.Foropti-
cal patches, the centers of the most densely populated
Voronoi cells resemble blurred step edges. For range
patches, they resemble binary patterns.
A more detailed analysis showed clear differences
in the probability distributions of optical and range
patches. The majority of high-contrast optical patches
are concentrated around a 2-dimensional C1 submani-
fold embedded in the 7-dimensional sphere. This sur-
face is highly non-linear and corresponds to ideal step
edges blurred by the optics of the camera. A density
calculation showed that the probability density of op-
tical patches is inﬁnite on this ideal surface. About
50% of the optical data points are within a tubular
neighborhood of the surface with a width that corre-
sponds to only 9% of the total volume of the state
space.
The majority of range patches, on the other hand,
are concentrated in compact clusters, rather than on a
smooth manifold. The centers of these clusters seem
to correspond to binary patches, i.e. patches with only
two range values. A density calculation around the 510
possiblebinarypatchesindicatedaninﬁniteprobability
density at these “hot spots” of the image space. About
80% of the high-contrast patches are in a neighbor-
hood of these spots that correspond to only 0.14% of
the total volume of the 7-dimensional unit sphere. The
most frequent binary patches are horizontal edges fol-
lowedbyslantededgesandcorner-andT-junction–like
structures.
Althoughtheanalysisinthecurrentpaperonlydeals
with 3 × 3-patches, we believe that the more gen-
eral results apply to larger patches and even general
ﬁlter responses. The picture that seems to emerge is
that basic image primitives—such as edges, blobs, and
bars—generate low-dimensional and (in general) non-
linearstructuresinthestatespaceofimagedata.There-
fore, while the dimension of the state space, deter-
mined by the number of ﬁlters or pixels in the analysis,
is usually very large, the intrinsic dimension of the
manifolds generated by different primitives is ﬁxed
and determined by the complexity of the primitives
only. The edge manifold we found for optical data is102 Lee, Pedersen and Mumford
continuousand2-dimensional.Thisisbecauseanideal
edge can be characterized by two parameters: the ori-
entation α and the position l of the edge. For optical
data and bar structures which can be parameterized by
3 parameters (the orientation, position, and width of
a bar), we would expect a 3-dimensional submanifold
in state space, regardless of the dimension of the state
space.
Moregenerally,webelievethatonecandeﬁneadic-
tionaryofprobabilitymodelsonrepresentationsofgen-
eral primitives parameterized by   ={ φ1,φ 2,...} for
anysetofﬁlters f1,..., fN.IntheN-dimensionalstate
spaceoftheﬁlter-basedimagerepresentations(andav-
eraging linear ﬁlters), the image primitives will deﬁne
manifolds of the general form
M( ) = [ f1(·) ∗ I(·; ),..., fN(·) ∗ I(·; )]T,
where ∗ denotes a convolution.
Our empirical results for the edge manifold and bi-
nary patches of optical and range data, respectively,
show that, when studying natural image statistics, im-
portant geometric and probabilistic structures emerge
only after abandoning assumptions such as indepen-
dent components or sparse coding by linear change of
basis. Furthermore, when looking at the full probabil-
ity distribution of small patches, clear differences ap-
pear between different types of images (optical versus
range) that otherwise have seemingly similar statistics.
Analyzing 3 × 3 patches could thus offer a system-
atic and precise way of distinguishing and compar-
ing image data. A complete description of the prob-
ability distribution of natural image patches, however,
also requires modeling low-contrast patches, and high-
density regions that lie outside the ideal manifold of
step edges (for optical patches) and binary clusters (for
range patches). The Voronoi tessellation in Section 4
offers an automatic way of characterizing the full state
space of 3 × 3 pixel data, while the “geometry-based”
methodsinSections5and6mayleadtoabetterunder-
standing and parametric probability models of natural
image data.
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Notes
1. The joint distribution of the 3 Haar wavelet responses
cH =
1
2
(a00 + a01 − a10 − a11)
cV =
1
2
(a00 − a01 + a10 − a11)
cD =
1
2
(a00 − a01 − a10 + a11) (40)
is a sufﬁcient statistic for 2×2 blocks ( a00 a01
a10 a11 ) modulo mean.
2. We here choose the top 20 percent highest-contrast image
patches. The qualitative results of our study, however, seem very
robust to the exact choice of the cut-off.
3. Available at http://www.dam.brown.edu/ptg/brid/
4. The logarithmic compression of intensities is consistent with the
inverse relationship between ambient illumination and human
sensitivity. According to Weber’s law, the ratio  L/L of the
just noticeable difference  L and the ambient luminance L,i s
constant for a wide range of luminances. It is argued that the
human visual system uses this adaptation scheme to preserve the
relative reﬂectances (brightness ordering) of an array of surfaces
in a scene.
5. The “D-norm”  I 2
D =
 
i∼j(Ii − Ij)2 is a ﬁnite version of
the unique scale-invariant norm
  
 ∇I 2 dxdy ∝
  
(ξ2 +
η2) ˆ I 2dξdη on images I(x, y) (with Fourier transforms
ˆ I(ξ,η)).
6. Theareaofasphericaltrianglewithradius R isequalto A = R2 ,
where   = α + β + γ − π is the so called spherical excess. The
three angles α, β and γ can be directly related to the lengths
of the sides (great circular arcs) of the triangle (Bronshtein and
Semendyayev, 1998).
7. For a single point x0 ∈ S7, the volume
vol{x ∈ S7 : θ ≤ dist(x,x0) ≤ θ + dθ}=C6(sinθ)6 dθ,
where C6 is the volume (surface area) of a 6-dimensional unit
sphere.A2-dimensionalsurfaceinS7 (suchasthemanifoldM2 ⊂
S7 ortheenvelopofoverlappingsphericalcapsaroundthecenters
of the triangles in the mesh) has 5 normal directions. Hence, for
smaller θ, where the sub-manifold or surface is locally linear,
vol(Xθ) ∝ (sinθ)4 dθ.
8. The statistics of optical patches from natural images are, to aﬁrst
approximation, invariant under the operations in G (Geman and
Koloydenko, 1999).
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